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ARE THERE TWO L UKAN TEXTS OF ACTS ?
THE most remarkable fact in recent criticism of the Acts of
the Apostles is the increased importance attached to the
"Western Text." The origin of that Text is discussed
from various points of view, and with widely varying
results ; but undoubtedly the opinion which recognises the
high value of that Text is growing in strength. The latest
work of Prof. Blass in this line of research consists in
an attempt to determine the Western Text in the form
in which he believes that Paul wrote it. To this task he
has applied all the learning and critical skill which have
earned for him a leading place among the great scholars of
the nineteenth century; and he has prefixed to the little
book a preface in the crisp and epigrammatic style of Latin,
which he handles so well,l Whereas he formerly rejected
the name "Western" (which Hort preferred) as far too
narrow a designation for a Text which was so widely
spread, and one of whose chief representatives is a Syriac
Version, he now acknowledges that he was mistaken
(p. vi. f.) ; and he uses the even narrower title " Roman,"
understanding that this form of Text took its origin in
Rome, when Luke was the companion of Paul's imprisonment there, and spread thence in all directions, being
diffused in Syria through the influence of Tatian. Hort's
title is thus justified; and we may continue to use it, confirmed by Blass's support.
Dr. Blass's theory-that Luke wrote two distinct Texts
of Acts, first a longer (the "Roman" or Western), and thereafter a more concise form of the same book-is familiar to
J Acte. Apostolorum, sive Lucae ad Theophilum liber alter.
mam quae videtur Romanam edidit Fridericus Blass, 1896.
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every one, and finds a growing number of adherents. The
list of scholars who support it becomes steadily more imposing, alike from their numbers and their high standing in
the world of scholarship. Yet I cannot but feel that in
regard to their contention a distinction must be made.
They have conclusively established, as I think, part of
their theory_; but in part of it they go too far, and will
have to retract their position, inasmuch as they fail to
rightly distinguish the bearing of certain facts. They
sometimes argue quite correctly (as it seems to me) that the
historical value attaching to the Western form of a certain
sentence is so high that this form must be due to Luke
himself; but they proceed incorrectly to infer that there
must be two original and Lukan forms of the sentence
in question. I miss in several such cases 1 the proof, or the
probability, that the Eastern form of the sentence is equally
original and good.
I have always, even before Dr. Blass had published anything on the subject, urged (1) that a high historical value
belongs to many statements made in the Western Text ;
(2) that in a certain number of cases the Western variants
either give exactly, or approximate to, the original words
of Luke. But in most cases there seems to me to be good
reason for regarding only one form of sentence as Lukan,
and the other as a corruption. On p. viii. of his preface Dr.
Blass claims that my arguments in favour of the historical
truth of " Western" sentences are in reality so many proofs
of his theory; but in several of these cases it seems to me
that the Eastern Text is bad, and that the " Western "
Text points the way to the true form, as written by Luke.
This prefatory explanation is needed to make my position
in the following pages clear.
1

In a few cases, however, as will appear in the sequel, I believe that the
case is probably made out, and that two forms of sentence may be with some
probability assigned to Luke.
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Through much of what Dr. Blass has written on this
question we recognise the tone of the explorer, so intent on
his own quest that he sees only the facts which tell in his
own favour. Let me give one example of this.
On p. xi. f. he urges, as a strong confirmation of the
existence of two original Lukan Texts, that in the speeches
of Acts far fewer differences occur between the Eastern and
\Vestern Texts than in the narrative portions, whereas, if
the \Vestern Text were merely due to corruption, there
ought to be as many variations from the Eastern Text in
speeches as in narrative. So far his reasoning is obviously
correct. The author, if he wrote two forms of his work,
would be less likely to vary his expression in speeches,
which he took on authority, than in narrative, where his
expression was more free. Dr. Blass also points out that
in the long speech of Peter ii. 14-40 all the variations
that occur are quite unimportant ; and in a note be quotes
many other examples (several of which, however, do not
show such very marked adherence to the rule which be has
stated).
But every one must surely see that, if Luke felt himself
bound to avoid variations in the case of speeches, much
more would he feel himself bound to avoid them where he
quotes a document verbatim,, Now in xv. 23-29 he quotes
a short document, embodying the Decree of the Apostolic
Council. The document was of immense importance in
his estimation, for he describes with unusual minuteness
the stages of the action that led up to it. The value of
such a Decree, laying down a universal rule of life intended
to apply to all Gentile Christians, depends on scrupulous
adherence to the exact words. But in this short Decree,
Luke felt himself-according to Dr. Blass-free to give as
equally authoritative and equally authentic two forms, varying from each other in four places ; further, one of these
variations is in respect of the rules laid down for the
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guidance of Gentile Christians. We are asked to believe
that in his first edition Luke gave a fuller form of the
Decree; and that, when he revised his work, he cut out
from v. 24 the words "telling you to be circumcised and to
observe the Law," from v. 26 the words "to every trial,"
from v. 29 the words " and not to do unto another whatsoever things you do not wish to be done to yourselves," and
from the end of the same verse "being borne onwards in
the Holy Spirit." Credat IttdCEus Apella I
It seems clear that both these forms cannot be of genuine
Lukan origin: if the longer Western form is Lukan, the
Eastern is mutilated by a later hand ; if the Eastern form
is Lukan, the Western has been interpolated by a later
editor, who thrust into it scraps, the origin of which is
readily traceable, while their presence adds little to the
force and vigour of the Decree. Take, for example, the
precept interpolated in v. 29. If such a precept had been
written by the Apostles, why should Luke quote it rightly
in one draft, and then cut it out? The real question isdid the original Decree contain the precept? Two lines of
argument are open on this question.
(1) It might be plausibly argued, in a narrow logical view,
that the interpolation spoils the Decree. The Apostles
prescribe for the Gentiles certain rules of purity, which
are advisable in order to facilitate intercourse between
Jewish and Gentile Christians,1 and which in all prob1 I take this opportunity of correcting the erroneous interpretation of 7ropv<la.
given in my St. Paul the Traveller, pp. 169, 171. The obviously ceremonial
character of the other rules, in contrast with the moral character of the prohibition of 7ropv<la., has led several scholars to hold that tho word here denotes
merely marriages within the forbidden degrees, which were allowed by Gentile
law, but forbidden by Jewish law; and I wrongly adopted that view. It seems
now clear to me that the Jews in this rule had been striking at a general
and deep-rooted characteri11tic of pagan society, which at once cut off the
pagans from intercourse with the Jews. In the opinion of even the best and
most enlightened parts of pagan society habitual immorality (7ropvEia.) was permissible and naturol and right (practically the same view that is advocated
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ability had long been recognised by the Jews as obligatory
on all Gentiles who desired to come into relations with a
synagogue ; but the brief rule of moral character which is
added in the Western Text spoils the simple force of the
Decree. Then a later editor, who missed the true bearing
of the Decree, found that here there was a lack of recognition of the moral side of life; and he interpolated the
wide-spread maxim, summing up a man's duty to his neighbours, which is old Jewish in its negative form, <> 1-wreir;
flii'JOevl 7rotr}rrv<>/ and is enunciated by Christ in its positive
form (Matt. vii. 12; Luke vi. 31). This argument is thin,
and lacks historical feeling.
(2) The added precept is a younger mixture of the Jewish
negative form with Christ's positive form. But it is used in
Didache i. 2, and therefore probably had an authoritative
first century origin. 2 It stands on the level of the new
Logia, representing a stage of thought later than Christ's,
but earlier than the authoritative diffusion of the Gospels.
Its fusion of Christ's words with the old Jewish rule is
peculiarly suitable to the conciliatory attitude of James;
but its variation from the Gospel form led to its being cut
out from the Eastern Text at a later time. The Western
Text seems to me Apostolic and Lukan.
Again, we observe sometimes that a view of life pervades
a number of Western variants, different from that which
characterizes the Eastern Text. As is shown in the following pages, Dr. Blass asks us to believe that in a series of
by some persons now): it became wrong only when complicated with extravagance or excess. Hence, before any pagan could be allowed to approach
the synagogue, he must recognise aud practise a stricter rule of life. The
Apostles adopted this along with the other rules of purity, not implying thereby
that Gentile Christians were to look on the avoidance of 1ropv•la as a merely
ceremonial rule, but making it clear to all Jews that the necessary and
fundamental rules of purity were observed by the Gentile Christians.
1 Tobit iv. 16.
2 See an interesting and suggestive paper by Mr. K. Lane in the Classica
Review, April, 1897, p. 147.
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cases Luke, after referring to Divine action as influencing
conduct, changed his mind and cut out the reference
(implying in some cases that a different reason actuated
his personages). Again, we ask why, if Luke first wrote
the Western Text, he should afterwards make the following changes, all showing a different tone as regards the
position of women. In xvii. 4 he changed "the chief
women " into " the wives of the chief men" ; 1 in xviii. 26
he placed Aquila before Priscilla instead of the usual order
twice followed l?Y Paul ; 2 in xvii. 12 he changed the text so
as to place the men of Bercea before the women. The
Bezan Text even cuts out Damaris from xvii. 34, but here
it stands alone among the Western witnesses, and its
evidence in this case cannot be pressed. In xviii. 18 the
Western Text givas Priscilla before Aquila; but on the
view that during the second century dislike to the prominence of women led to some changes in the text, it is quite
natural that the results should be sporadic and incomplete.
Even Dr. Blass admits that this kind of change was taking
place at a later period, for he sets down the Bezan variants
in xvii. 34, xviii. 26, as examples of such change.
Let us now attempt to approach these two Texts, the
Western and the Eastern, without prepossession ; and let
us apply to them the same principles which we apply, when
(as is frequently the case) we are confronted with two distinct texts of some old Christian document. For example,
we often meet with two or more forms of the Acta of some
Saint or Martyr ; and in many cases it is possible to attain

1

It is surely not permissible to suppose that Luke adopted the new reading

')'VVa<Kwv n Twv 1rpwTwv o&K oJ..lyat,

meaning "not a few of the wives of the chief

men."
2
Dr. Blass, in spite of the very large proportion of his Western witnesses
who attest this variation, rejects it as a corruption, and makes the order the
same in both Texts ; but this seems contrary to his own principles for constituting the Western Text.
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absolute certainty that one of the forms is earlier and
another later. In the documents of that class we can distinguish several broad characteristics that mark off later
forms from earlier forms. We regularly observe, as time
goes on, a tendency in all those documents to pass through
a certain series of changes :I. The sufferings and persecutions, to which the hero is
exposed, are exaggerated and described in more detail ; and
new sufferings are often inserted.
II. The miraculous element, especially the direct interference of Divine power in the action, is narrated in a fuller
way, and is introduced in a greater number of places.
Ill. There is a marked tendency towards increased
emphasis and exaggeration in general.
IV. The theological element is increased by the introduction of religious formulre or ideas, and of references to
ritual.
The Western Text, as all are agreed, was in existence
during the second century. Even those who think it of
later origin than the Eastern Text cannot allow a long
period for the growth of changes. We cannot therefore
on any hypothesis expect to find such serious changes
made in the Acts as in the Acta of some martyr. But still
we find in the Western variants examples of all the changes
characteristic of later Acta as compared with earlier
editions of the same Acta. The Bezan Text contains more
examples for our purpose than does Blass's reconstituted
Western Text; and all those which he does not admit into
the Text are regarded by him as corruptions. I shall give
in the following list only examples which he admits as
Lukan.
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I. Exaggeration of Persecutions.
EASTERN TEXT.

VIII. 1.

chwyp.or p.iyar.

XIII. 50.
I

WESTERN TEXT.

I
I (!. p.. Kat BP.'i\fm.

l!twyp.&v.

BP.'io/tv p.•ya>.rw Ka!

a.

XIV.2.

l-rr~y•tpav.

E7r~yayov

XIV. 5.

oor

Kat' 7raAtv E7r~y•tpav (!twyp.ov fK
a.vdpov ol 'lovlla'iot, uVv rots£BvHrw Kat AtBofJoP.iwavur <~<fJaAov aVroVr lK rijs rr0A£ror, KaL
cpvyovur i}ABov.

(!£ €yiv£TO opp.~ TWV
lBvWv TE Kal ,Iov3alruv
H
'
(J'l}V
TO'i~
apxovuw

aVr&w V{3pluat KaL }uBo{3oP.ijuat,
uvvtll&vur
Karicpvyov.

(!twyp.ov Kara rwv (!tKaiwv.

XIII. 28, 29 is much exaggerated in this direction.

II. The Miraculous Element and Divine interposition.
EASTERN 'l'EXT.

XIX. 6.

'WESTERN TEXT.

I

lP.aP.ovv u yP.wuuatr Kat

f.

E7rpocp~uvov.

y. Eripa", Kal E1reylvrorrKov lv
E:avro'is, &urE Kal E:pp.1JVEVEtv aVrUs

T£

Eavro'is" rtvfs

af /(.

E.

XIX. 14 is lengthened by specification of various details.
XV.32.

1rpocpijrat <ivu~.

I

).'1JpHr 'II"VfVJlUTOS
.
. •
aywv.

71". O. 71"

XV. 7, 29, XVII. 15, XIX. 1, XX. 3: see next paragraph.

Often, the Holy Spirit is introduced in the Western
Text as conveying warnings or advice to Paul, where the
Eastern Text either is silent about such intimation or even
attributes the resulting action to Paul's own mind; e.g.,
xv. 7, 29, xix. 1, xx. 3. Of these cases, xx. 3 is specially
characteristic in the Eastern Text, " Paul determined to
return " ; in the Western Text, " The Spirit said to him to
return." Such change of view implies change of hand.
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III. Of emphasis and exaggeration the instances are very
numerous, as Mr. Page has pointed out in his clever
review (quoted below), e.g.:EASTERN TEXT.

I

IX.4. 7TEuWv £1r't. -rTJV -yijv.
IX. 5.

'\VESTERN TEXT.

I

1r. £.

'

'
'
T. y. JUTa p.rya'X'/~ £KCTTacnw~.

o li£ Tplp.wv TE Kal Bap.{3wv.

0 li£.

IX. 34.

El7rEV

IX. 20.

tK.~pVCTIUV.

CiTEvlua~

aVrcfJ 0 IliTpor.

£. }L£Ta

X. 33. rrapay£vo p.•vo ~.
XIV.lO.

~eal ~AaTo,

XIV. 20.

avauTa~

XVI. 39.

£X8ovTE~

EluijABEv.
rrapEKUAEuav.

f.rrapp'}<TLUtETO.

aE t:l~ aVrOv 0 IT.

£.

a. 1

mitT'/~ rrapp1J<Tla~.

fv TclX£L 7T.

I K. w·e·

'"'~

-

.

..

rrapaxp1Jp.a '1·

iurr£pa~ p.oy•~

a.

I'•

I

£,

rrapayEVOJLEVOL JLETa cp!Awv 'TrOAAWV
rrap<KUAE<Tav.

XXI.31. The Western Text inserts ifpa
XIX. 8.

I

2

o~v p.~ rro<rovTaL lrrava<TTa<TLV.

livvap.n p.•yaXn •.

II

I

I

IV. The theological element is frequently added in the
Western Text ; a typical example is the addition appended
to xxviii. 31, " that this is the Christ. the Son of God, by
whom all the world shall be judged." Other examples are
found in xxviii.l9, xiv. 25, xiii.l5, 26, 28f., 33, 45,47; but
they are so frequent that it is needless to pile up examples.
This selection of specimens, which might be largely
increased did I not shrink from loading the pages of the
EXPOSITOR, is enough to establish a presumption that the
Western Text is of later type than the Eastern. The
supporters of Dr. Blass's theory should turn their attention
to this line of argument, and not confine themselves to
On the use of aTEvl!«v by Luke see St. Paul the Traveller, p. 38 f.
Emphasizes the humiliation of the apology by laying stress on the crowd
of witnesses ; in Eastern Text the apology is privately made.
1

2
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showing that in a considerable number of cases the Western
Text is valuable. I am in entire agreement with them on
that point; but it does not establish the existence of two
Lukan Texts. All that Dr. Blass has proved is that we
have two Texts, neither of which gives us the pure Lukan
original ; and we must work back from them to the form
that came from Luke's own hand.
I would even go further to meet Dr. Blass, and admit
that in a few passages, perhaps, the two varying forms
may have originated from Luke's own hand ; but I would
explain this, not as due to the intentional composition of
two Texts by Luke, but as caused by the fact that the
work was not brought to its final stage of perfection when
Luke died. 1 Analogies from Lucretius (whose work was
likewise never completed) will suggest themselves to every
classical scholar ; and I believe that at least one example
of a duplicate (and perhaps more) could be quoted from the
.lEneid, which was left incomplete at Virgil's death.
On the other hand, Dr. Blass has, I think, triumphantly
demonstrated the impossibility of the view that the Western
Text has originated purely from corruption of the Eastern.
Against such a theory as that, it is quite logical and sound
reasoning to found an argument on the value of many
Western variants. He has made it clear that the Western
Text goes back to a Lukan original differing in many
respects from the Eastern Text ; and the only point of
dissension between him and myself is that I think the
Eastern Text goes back to the same Lukan original,
whereas Dr. Blass holds that both the Texts are Lukan in
their present form.
The 'Nest ern Text, then, contains, as I think, two classes
of variants : (1) passages in which it leads us back to the
true Lukan form, corrupted in the Eastern Text ; (2) past

As is argued in St. Paul the Traveller, passim.
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sages in which it is distinctly late and corrupt, while the
Eastern Text gives a truer form. The non-Lukan variants
may have originated either through an accidental process of
corruption or through intentional alteration at the hand of
an editor or "Reviser." In a number of cases, I think that
intentional change must be supposed, as when an obscure
or unusual phrase, or a tec.hnical term, is replaced by a
plainer and simpler expression, e.g. tcef/>aXh T~o; MatceSov(ao;
for 7rpam7 T~o; f£EplSoo; MatceSov{ao; _in xvi. 12 (where the
interpreting change is complicated by an error in taking
11-eplSoo; as "province," instead of" division of a province").
The period when such explanatory changes found a place
in the text was beyond any doubt the time when translations into Latin, Syriac, etc., began to be made; i.e.
the middle of the second century. 1
Assuming the existence of a Reviser, we understand at
once why, when he cut out a notable word in one place, he
inserted it in some other place, where he thought it suitable. Thus in xiv. 2 he changes e7T"'tJ'Y€tpav to f.r.~ryaryov;
and in xiv. 5 he inserts e'lT'~ryetpav by a pure addition ; and
in xvi. 8 he changes 7rap~X0ev to Dt~XOev, but in xvii. 15 he
inserts 7rapY]XOov by a pure addition to the text. 2
The general impression that almost every one will derive
from reading the Western Text, as reconstituted by Dr.
Blass, is a feeling of profound thankfulness, in the interest
of good literature, that Luke wrote another text of Acts,
and did not content himself with this (supposed) first draft.
While there are some cases in which the Western Text
avoids a harsh construction, or a strange or obscure word,
yet as a work of literature there cannot be any question
that the Eastern Text is a far finer work. The interest,
1

St. Paul the Traveller, p. 25 f.
But I admit that there is a possibility that Luke wrote the added sentence of xvii. 15 : the decision depends on the unknown point whether Thessaly
was in Macedonia, or in Achaia at the time. See St. Paul the Trav., p. 234.
2
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and even the value in many cases, of Dr. Blass's Western
Text may be freely admitted; but Luke's claim to rank as
a great or a charming writer can be rested with much more
confidence on the Eastern Text. Many of the Western
additions are weak and otiose, as Mr. Page has pointed out
in an able and incisive (but rather one-sided) review .1 A
typical example of the sacri~ce of effect is found in xii. 25,
where the Western Text reads, " Paul, who is called by the
additional name Saul.': All the force, which is gained in
the Eastern Text by introducing the transition from the
Hebrew to the Greek name at a critical and turning point
in the action (XIII. 9), is lost. The transition is introduced
at an unimportant point; the author then returns to the
Hebrew nanie ; and then a second time makes the transition. A most marked and impressive literary effect, gained
in the simplest way in the original and in the Eastern Text,
is thus ruined in the Western Text ; and it seems hardly
open to doubt that o f-rnKaAoup,evor; IIavXor; is a mere gloss
on the phrase used in XIII. 9 (o Ka), IIau)..or;) 2 which has
crept into the text at a wrong place.
w. M. RAMSAY.
1

The Classical Review, July, 1897, p. 217.
The amount of erroneous commentary that has been written on this phrase
shows how needful some explanatory gloss was.
2

